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Note: answer four questions only. (25 Marks)

Ql: (a) Define four from the following:

1) Tunnel diode 2) Photoresistor 3) Zener diode 4) junction transistor 5) Slew Rate

(b) What are the differences between the Schot&y diode and p-n junction diode?

Q2:Dete.1lline the lcvel of/b for each network ofFig。 1
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(b)

Q3: Determine Vpfor the fixed-bias configuration of Fig.2 i3V
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Q4: What input voltage results in an output of 2 V in the circuit of Fig.3
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Q5:G市en the infollllation a/ppearlng in Fig。 4,dete....ine:

a)rc IDp/cc c)β  d)R3

(25 Marks)
Good luck
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Answer only four questions

Ql- The Charge dQ distributes in a vorume dv with uniform density pu as shown in

the figure. Use Coulomb,s law to prove that E = : Q 
, d.

4zt€ z'

Q2- Classifu diel6ctric materials depending on their permittivity.

Q3-ItA= pcoseAp +sinrpdr. Evaluate$A.dl around the path

Confirm this using Stokes's theorem.

( I 7.5 degree)

( I 7.5 degree)

shown in the figure.

(17.5 degree)

Q4- Tree points charges -1nC, 4nC, and 3nC are located at (0,0,0), (0,0,1), and

( I ,0,0) respectively, fined the energy in the system.

( I 7.5 degree)
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Q5-COnsider all infinitc current shect in the z=o plane lfthe sheet has a unifOrm

cutent dens■yκ =κ
9ッ ,prOVe that〃 =】κ×亀

(17.5 degree)
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NOT: ANSWER FOUR QIJESTTONS ONLY

Ql)l- lf the distance between two slits is 0.050 mm and the distance to a screen is

2.50 m, find the spacing between the first- and second-order bright fringes for

yetlow light of 600 nm wavelength'

2- If a ycllorv light lvith a wavelcngth of 540 nm shincs on a doublc slit with

the slits cut 0.01 mm apart, determitrc rvhat anglc you should l()()k arvay from thc

central fringe to see the second order fringe?

Q2)1- Blue light of wavelength 480 nanometers is most strongly reflected off a thin

film of oil on a glass slide when viewed near normal incidence' Assuming that the

index of refraction of the oil is 1.2 and that of the glass is 1.6, what is the minimum

thickness of the oil film?

2- Light of wavelength 750nm passes through a slit 1pm wide' How wide ls the

central maximum in centimeters, on a screen 20 cm away?

Q3)1- Using a convential two-stits apparatus with light of wavelength 566nm'18

bright fringes per centimeters are observed on a screen 4 m away ' what is the slit

separation?

2-Light of wavelength 450 nm falls on two slits spaced 0'300 mm apart' what is

the required distance from the stit to a screen if the spacing between the first and

second dark fringes is to be 4PO mm?

Q4)1- A double-convex thin lens can be used as a simple "magnifier"'lt has a front

surface with a radius of curvature of 20 cm and a rear surface with a radius of

curvature of 15 cm. The lens material has a refractive index of 1'52' Answer the

following questions to learn more about this simple magnifying lens. (a) What is its

focal length in air?

(b)What is its focal length in water (n = 1'33)?

2-A concave lens has a focal length of 6 cm. The focal point F is 6 cm in front of

the lens, a 3 cm tatl object is placed on the same side of the lens as F' The obiect

distance is 9 cm. Find and describe the image of the object formed'



Q5)1- . A light ray AB passes from glass into air at
the critical angle. Which of the following diagrams
represents the refracted ray?

Air

A Gr"u" A 
Glass

2- A small cup of green tea is positioned on the central axis of a spherical mirror.
The magnification of the cup as +0.250, and the distance between the mirror and its
focal point is 2 cm. (a) What is the distance between the mirror and the image it
produces? (b) ls the focal length positive or negative? (c) !s the image rea! or
virtua!?

G00D LUCK
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l/ A) Give the meaning of the follorving: (18 points)

l) Eigen Value Equation, 2) [ct, p] = zero, 3) -:/_: ,h- ff a*,

4) \t|llb) - 1. 5) Tunnel Effect 6) Zero point energy.

B) Electron \vith an cncrgy of I cV is incident on a barrier l0 eV high and 0.5 nm wide. Find the
transmission probabilif.v. (m"= 9,1 x l0-rrkg, h = 1.05 x l0-3aJ. sec; (7 p6ints)

Q2l A) A particle is reprcscntcd by the rvave function

-,..\ ( A(az-xz) if -a<x<+a9txt - 10, otherwise

Determine thc nortnalization constant and cxpcctxtion value of position (x). ( l2 points)

B) Given thar rp*,1 - cos(kx - ot) + i sin(kx - <,lt),

1- Drive kinetic energy operator.

2- Show that qLr,, is a solution of time independent Schrodinger equation for free particle in

one tlimcnsion. (13 points)

\-\f
3/ A) Drive the time dcpendent Schrodinger Equation. (12 points)

B) Fintl the commutxtor bctlyeen Hanriltonian and position operator, then find $ using

Ehrenfest Thcorenr and compare your rcsult with classicrl. (l3 points)

Q4/ A) Find the probabilitl and expectation r':tluc of x that a l'rec particlc trappcd in n one

dimcnsional box can be lbuntl bct*ccn 0.4L and 0.5L lbr the grountl statc. (15 pdints)

li) Find the eigcn vrrlue (a,,) nnd eign function (ry,,) of the operator A rvhere A= -i D/d x and

ryn is a periodic firnclion at distance L. (10 points)

Q5/ A) Using the ladtler ol)crfltor ", = 
=#,(+ip 

+ tnax) to find grountl state \vavc function

(ry,) lbr the harmonic oscillator. (13 points) 'l '

B) Find [x, pl and la*, a-1. (12 points)
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